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Introduction 

The geodesic flow of a Riemannian manifold M of dimension n is 
said to be completely integrable if there exist real-valued C~-functions 

t;, .. ·,fn on the cotangent bundle T* M which satisfy 
( i) t; is the function assigning to each cotangent vector the square 

of its length, 
(ii) {~,1i}=0 for alll-;£i,j-;£n, where {,} is the Poisson bracket, 

and 
(iii) the set of critical points of the map (t;, ... ,In): T* M -+ R n has 

Liouville measure 0 in T* M (cf. Def. 5.2.20 in [1]). 
The classical examples of compact Riemannian manifolds with completely 
integrable geodesic flow are (a) compact surfaces of revolution, (b) SO(3) 
with left invariant metric, (c) n-dimensional ellipsoids with different 
principal axes and (d) flat tori (cf. [5]). It is also known that the geodesic 
flow of a Zoll surface, which is not necessarily a surface of revolution, is 
completely integrable. In [6], Weinstein showed that the geodesic flow of 
the n-dimensional sphere sn of constant curvature is completely integrable. 
Recently, Thimm showed that the geodesic flows of the following homo
geneous spaces are completely integrable (cf. [4], [5]): (a) Gp./R), (b) 
Gp./C) (i.e., real and complex Grassmannians), (c) SU(n)jSO(n), (d) a 
distance sphere in pn(c), (e) SO(n)jSO(n-2). The method, exposed by 
Thimm, which allows the construction of families of first integrals in 
involution, is available for other homogeneous spaces. 

In the present paper, we show that the geodesic flows of the following 
symmetric spaces are completely integrable: (a) SU(n), (b) SO(n), (c) 
SU(2n)jSp(n), (d) SO(2n)jU(n). The procedure of the proof is as follows: 
Let g be a Lie algebra and g* its dual space. The set C~(g*) of all C~
functions on g* has a naturally defined Poisson structure (§ 1). In the 
case that 9 is the Lie algebra of SU(n) or of SO(n), we construct concretely 
a commutative Poisson subalgebra A(g) of C~(g*) and a system {Fji)} of its 
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generators (§ 2). In Section 3, we introduce a convex polyhedral domain 
D in a Euclidean space R d , d=(dimg+rankg)/2, and a map A: g*~D, 
so that the generators {Fjil} are obtained by the pull-back, by A, of the 
symmetric polynomial functions on D. In Section 4, for the symmetric 
spaces M mentioned above, we show that the image A 0 p(T* M) of T* M 
under the composite map of the moment map p: T*M~g* with A, is itself 
a convex polyhedral domain of dimension equal to that of M. Next, we 
determine a set of symmetric polynomial functions on D, of which restric
tions to A 0 p(T* M) are functionally independent. By the pull-back of 
these functions, we obtain a complete system of first integrals in involu
tion for the geodesic flow of M. In our method, the polyhedral domain 
D plays a crucial role. By the introduction of this domain, the choice of 
a complete system and its independence become almost obvious. Here, we 
note that, as Thimm says in [5], the independence of the functions in 
question, i.e., (iii) in the definition of the complete integrability, was a 
difficult part to prove. In Appendix, it is stated that each point of a 
lattice in the convex polyhedral domain A 0 p(T* M) is seen to correspond 
to a one-dimensional subspace of coo(M), which is obtained as a simulta
neous eigen-space of a system of differential operators on M. 

The authors wish to thank Professor T. Sakai and Professor T. Sunada, 
who kindly informed us of the work of Thimm, [4]. We also have been 
informed, when our paper was in typing, by Professor T. Sunada of the 
following paper: A. S. Mishchenko, Integration of geodesic flows on sym
metric spaces, Math. Notes, 31 (1982), 132-134. 

§ 1. Poisson algebra and moment map 

Let .'7 be a commutative, associative algebra with identity over a 
field K. A Poisson bracket on .'7 is a binary operation on .'7: U;, 1a)1--4 
{};, Ia} satisfying the following relations: 

(i) {f, j}=0, 
(ii) {};, lala}={};, 1a}1a+ Ia{};, Ia}, 
(iii) {};, {la, Ia}} + {la, {la, };}} + {la, {};, Ia}} = 0 and 
(iv) {k,f} =0 for all k E K,f,};,Ia,1a E.'7. 

ff is called a Poisson algebra over K if a Poisson bracket is defined on 
.'7 (see [2]). Let g* be the dual space of a Lie algebra g over the field R 
of real numbers. Then the algebra coo(g*) of COO-functions on g* has a 
Poisson structure defined as follows (cf. [2]): Let define a bilinear map 
ao: gXg*~g* by (X, ao(Y,Z*))=([X, Y],Z*) for all XEg, and a map 
a: g X g*~g* X g* by a(X, Z*) = (ao(X, Z*), Z*). Identifying gXg* 
(re3p. g* X g*) with the cotangent (re3p. tangent) bundle to g*, we may 
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consider q to be a bundle map of these bundles. For any f e COO(g*), qed!) 
is a tangent vector field to g*. If we define a bracket product on Coo(g*) 
by U;,fJ=(q(d};»(J;), then we have 

Proposition 1.1 (cf. [2]). Coo(g*) is a Poisson algebra under the 
bracket operation defined above. The ring C[g] of polynomial functions on 
g* is a Poisson subalgebra of Coo(g*). 

Note that 9 is naturally identified with a subspace of C[g] or of 
Coo(g*). 

Proposition 1.2 (cf. [2]). Let jo be a homomorphism of 9 to a Poisson 
algebra A. Thenjo is uniquely extended to a homomorphism j: C[g]---+A of 
Poisson algebras. 

Proposition 1.3. Let jo: g---+g' be a homomorphism of Lie algebras. 
Then jo is uniquely extended to homomorphisms j: C[g]---+C[g'] and j: Coo(g*) 
---+Coo(g'*) of Poisson algebras. 

Let (P, Q) be a symplectic manifold with a symplectic action if) of a 
Lie group G. Let 9 be the Lie algebra of G. For any X e g, a tangent 
vector field p.,(X) to P is defined by 

(1.1) p.,(X)(f) Ip = [(dldt)f 0 if) (exp ( - tX), p)]t=o, 

for any f e COO(P) and peP. It is well-known that COO(P) has a natural 
Poisson structure. A pair (if), ,,) is called a Hamiltonian action of G on P 
if ,,: g---+COO(P) is a homomorphism of Lie algebras satisfying the following 
condition: 

(1.2) p",(X) (f) = {,,(X), f} 

for all f e COO(P). For each Hamiltonian action (if), ,,) of G on P, the 
moment map p: P---+g* is defined by (X, p(p» = (,,(X)(p) for all X e g. 

Proposition 1.4 (cf. [2]). The map p*: Coo(g*)---+Coo(P) induced by p 
is a homomorphism of Poisson algebras. 

There does not, in general, exist a Hamiltonian action (if), ,,) for any 
symplectic action if). However, in the following case, there exists a 
Hamiltonian action (if), ,,) determined naturally by if). Let M be a Coo
manifold and 'P be a COO-action of a Lie group G on M. Then 'P induces 
a symplectic action if) of G on the cotangent bundle T* M. For any X e g, 
a tangent vector field pq'(X) to M is defined in the same manner as (1.1). 
The cotangent space at m e M is denoted by T!M. If we define maps 
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(1.3) 

for all X e g, a e T;'M, m e M, then we have 

Proposition 1.5 (cf. [4]). (rtJ, r-) is a Hamiltonian action of G on T* M 
and f1 is the corresponding moment map. 

If M has a G-invariant Riemannian metric and g has an (Ad G)
invariant non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form, then T* M and g* are 
identified naturally with TM and g, respectively. Thus, f1 induces a map 
of TM to g. We shall identify this map with f1 and call it the moment map. 

§ 2. The center and a commutative subalgebra of C[g] 

Let G be a connected Lie group with Lie algebra g. g (resp. g*) is 
a G-module under the adjoint (resp. coadjoint) action of G. By Proposi
tion 1.3, we have 

Proposition 2.1. The coadjoint action of G induces naturally auto
morphisms of Poisson algebras C=(g*) and C[g]. 

i.e., 
Let Z= and Z denote the centers of C=(g*) and C[g], respectively, 

Z=={fe C=(g*)I{J,f'}=O for allf' e C=(g*)}, 

Z={fe C[g] I{J, f'}=O for allf' e C[g]}. 

Then we have Z=Z= n C[g]. The following is easily obtained from the 
definition of the bracket product on C=(g*). 

Proposition 2.2. For any f e C=(g*), the following conditions are 
equivarent to each other: 

(i) feZ=, 
(ii) {X,f}=OforallXeg, 
(iii) f is invariant under the coadjoint action of G. 

If g has a non-degenerate symmetric bilinear form B invariant under 
the adjoint action of G, then a linear map c: g-+g* is defined by (X, c(Y)) 
=B(X, Y) for all X e g. We shall identify C=(g*) (resp. C[g]) with C=(g) 
(resp. C[g*]) under the isomorphism c* induced from t. In the following, 
for the cases of u(i), 0U(i) and 0o(i), we give standard generators of the 
centers as Ad-invariant functions on these Lie algebras. 
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(l) For the Lie algebra gt=u(i) of the unitary group U(i), let F}i) e 
C[gt], l~j<i, be polynomial functions on gt defined by 

Let Z, denote the center of C[g,]. Then we have (under the identification 
of C[g,] with C[gt]) Zt = C[Fii), ... , Fit)]; a ring of polynomials of i
variables. 

(2) For the Lie algebra gi=§u(i) of the special unitary group SU(i), 
we have Fit) =0 and Zi=C[Fii), ... , Fiil]; a ring of polynomials of (i-l)
variables. 

(3) For the Lie algebra gi=~o(i) of the special orthogonal group 
SO(i), let Fg) e C[gt], 1 <j<d, d=[i/2], be polynomial functions on g, 
defined by 

det(Ei+XA)= 1 + ~IFi?(X)A2j+F~~(X)A2<!, 
j=1 

and F~~=F~~ for odd i and (F~~)2=F~~ for even i. Here, note that, for 
even i, there exists actually a polynomial function F~2 on 9i satisfying 
(F~2)2=F~~. Then we have Zi=C[F~i), ... , F~~]; a ring of polynomials 
of d-variables. 

Let g, be either u(i) or ~o(i). There exists a series of natural inclu
sions: gn::Jgn- 1::J ... ::Jg2::Jg1, where §o(I)={O}. Let ",: g;-7gt be the 
projection corresponding to the inclusion g, c gn. Let trt: C[gi]-7C[gn] 
be the homomorphism of rings induced by trio Then, by Proposition 1.3, 
it is a homomorphism of Poisson algebras. We identify, under "t, C"'(gt) 
(resp. C[gi]) with the Poisson sub algebra ;rt(C"'(gt) (resp. ;rt(C[g,])) of 
C"'(g;) (resp. C[9n]). Let denote the center of C[g.] by Zi' and the com
posed algebra of ZI' ... , Zn by A(gn). Then it is easily seen that A(gn) 
is a commutative subalgebra of the Poisson algebra C[9n]. Let {F}i)} be 
the generators of Zi defined above. Then we have 

A(u(n»=C[FJi) II <j:S;;:i<n] and 

A(~o(n»=C[FWII <j<[i/2], 2<i<n]. 

In the following section, we shall show that these generators are func
tionally independent. 

Remark. Though we do not use in the present paper, we have the 
following: 

Proposition 2.3. A(u(n» and A(§o(n» are maximal commutative sub-
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algebras of the Poisson algebras C[u(n)] and C[~o(n)], respectively. 

For the symplectic group Sp(n), we can easily construct a commuta
tive subalgebra A(~lJ(n)) in the same manner as above. However, the fact 
corresponding to Proposition 2.3 does not hold. 

§ 3. Eigenvalues and eigen-polynomials 

For each a=(al> ... , an-I), al>az>· .. >an-I> t E Rand z=(zI> ... , 
Zn-I) e cn-I, define a Hermitian matrix X=X(a, t, z) by 

(3.1) X= [al o· ~ ~:I l. 
an-I Zn_1 

ZI ••• Zn_1 t 

Then the eigen-polynomial Fx of X is given by 

(3.2) 

Proposition 3.1. Let bl>bz> ... >bn be the eigenvalues of X. Then 
the following relations hold: 

(3.3) 

Conversely, for any ai, ... , an-I, bl, ... , bn which satisfy (3.3), there exist 
t e Rand z=(zI> ... , Zn_l) e C n- I such that 

n 
(3.4) det(AEn-X(a, t, z))= IT (A-b;). 

i=l 

Proof To prove the first half, it is enough to show for the case 
al>az>··· >an_1 and ZIZZ·· ·Zn_I~O, since bl, ... , bn are continuous 
functions of a, t and z. In this case, we have 

(3.5) (-I);Fx(a;)=(-I)i+lz;z; IT (a;-aj»O 
l:;i;j:;i;n-l,j"'i 

for 1 <i<n-l. From this, we have immediately bl>al>bz>· .. >an_1 

>bn • To prove the latter half, we consider the following two cases: 
(i) The case of a l >az> ... >an _ l. For any bl> ... , bn which satisfy (3.3), 
let define teR and Z=(ZI, ... ,Zn_l) by t='L.'J=lbj-'L.7::tat and Zi= 
(-(Ai)-IB;Y/z, where Ai= ITl;;>j:;i;n-l,j"'i(a;-aj) and B;= IT'J=l(bj-at ). 
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Note that Ai='i=O and -(Ai)-IBi>O. Then (3.4) is satisfied for these t and 
z. (ii) General case. 'Assume that a=(al, .. " an-I) and bl> .. " bn 
satisfy (3.3). Define a~>· .. >a~_h d(k) and e(k), 1 <k-:::;'r-I, by ai=a~ 
for d(k-I)<i<d(k) (d(O)=O) and e(k)=d(k)-d(k-I). Furthermore, 
define b~:?: ... >b~ by 

Then, since b~>a~>b~~· .. >a~_I>b~, we can choose, as in (i), ~, 1 <i 
::;:r-I, and t E R such that 

r r-l r-l 

(3.6) IT (A-b~)=(A-/) IT (A-a~)- L:: z~t~ IT (A-a;). 
k=I i=I i=l l~j~T-l,j=ri 

Let define Z=(ZI, .. " Zn_l) by Zd(k) =z~ and Zi=O for i='i=d(k), 1 <k< 
r-1. Multiplying ITj:l(A-a;)e(J)-'1 to the both hand sides of (3.6), we 
obtain (3.4) for X =X(a, I, z). q.e.d. 

For each a=(al, "', an-I), al> ... >an_1> let define real-valued 
functions Fa.!> "', Fa ... and A a. I>Aa.2>··· ~Aa.n on R2n-1 = {(I, X, y)1 
x=(xI, "',xn_I),Y=(YI, ···,Yn-I)}by 

n n 

Fx(A)=An+ L:: (-IYFa. iAn-i = IT (A-A a. i), 
i-I' i-I 

where X=X(a,t,z),z=(zl, ""Zn-I) and Zi=Xi+(-I)I/2Yi. Fa.i is a 
polynomial function and Aa. i is a continuous function. Furthermore, let 
define a subset La of R2n-1 by 

and the Jacobi matrix Ja by 

Then we have 

Proposition 3.2. 

La={p=(t, x, y) E R2n-l lrank(Ja(p))-:::;'n-I}. 

Proof Let Fa be a polynomial of the variables (I, x, y, A) defined by 
F,.(t,x,y,A)=Fx(a.t.z)(A), andfa,fa.i' I-:::;'i-:::;'n-I, be polynomials of A 
defined by 
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{
aFa(t' x, y, A)/at= -faO), 

aFa(t, x, y, A)/axi: - 2xJa, iA), 

aFa(t, x, y, A)jaYi - - 2yJa, tCA). 

n polynomials fa and fa, i, 1 ::;:i ::;:n-l, are linearly independent in the ring 
R[A] of polynomials if and only if 

n (ai-aj)~O. 
l";;i<j";;n-l 

From this and (3.7), it follows that rank(Jip))=n if and only if 
a1>··· >an - 1 and n~':-i(x~+YD~O for p=(t, x, y). On the other hand, 
by the definition of Aa,i' we have that (ai-Aa,i(p))(ai-Aa,i+l(P))~O if 
and only if ai- 1 <ai<ai +1 and Zi~O, where ao= - 00, an = + 00. From 
these, our assertion follows. q.e.d. 

For a Hermitian matrix e of degree n-l, t E Rand z=(zI> .. " 
Zn_l) E en-I, define a Hermitian matrix Xe=Xe(t, z) of degree n by 

Let al?:.a2?:. ... ?:'an _ 1 be the eigenvalues of e. Then, by Proposition 
3.1, we have 

Proposition 3.3. The eigenvalues bl>· .. ?:.bn of Xe satisfy 

(3.8) 

Conversely, for any bl, .. " bn which satisfy (3.8), there exist t E Rand Z E 

cn-I such that the eigenvalues of XcCt, z) are bl, .. " bn. 

We put Zi=Xi+(-1)1/2Yi' Xi' Yi E R, and consider bl, "', bn to be 
functionsoft,x=(xl> ···,xn_l)andY=(YI> ···,Yn-I)' Let Fe,i' l<i< 
n, be the i-th fundamental symmetric polynomial of b l , •• " bn • We 
consider Fe, i to be a polynomial function on R 2n-l. Define the Jacobi 
matrix Je and a subset Le of R 2n-1 by 
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and 

Then, by Proposition 3.2, we have 

Proposition 3.4. 

Lc={p=(t, x, y) E R2n-1Irank(Jc(p))::;;:n-I}. 

For any skew-Hermitian matrix X of degree n, i.e., X E u(n), the 
matrix consisting of the first i raws and columns of X is denoted by Xt , 

1 <i<n. Note that X t E u(i). Let Fiil and Ajil, I"'5j~.i::;;:n, be func
tions on u(n) defined by 

i i 

det(Ei-( -1)1/2XiA)= 1 + L: Fiil(XW = IT (1 + Ajil(X)A), and 
j~l j~l 

Aiil> ... >A~{j. 

Then Fjil is a polynomial function and Ajil is a continuous function. Le. 
d=n(n+ 1)/2 and (xfn), •• " x~nl; xin -1J, •. " X~':Jll; ... ; X?l) be the standard 
coordinates of R d=RnXRn- 1X'" XRI. We define maps A: u(n)-.>Rd 
F: u(n)-.>Rd and S: Rd-'>Rd and a subset D of Rd as follows: 

A(X)=(Aiil(X)ll~j<i"'5.n), 

F(X) = (Fjil(X) 11 "'5.j::;;: i ::;;:n), 

S(Xiil 11 ~j::;;: i ::;;:n) = (yjil 11 ::;;:j "'5.i ::;;:n), 

where yjil are determined by IT }~1 (1 + Xiil A) = 1 + L:}~1 yjil .11, and 

(3.9) D={(xyl) E Rdl x j'212:xji_-/l>xiil, 2<j::;;:i::;;:n}. 

F and S are polynomial maps and A is a continuous map. The following 
theorem is obtained directly from Propositions 3.3 and 3.4. 

Theorem 3.5. We have So A = F and D = Image (A). The map 
Sin: D-.>Image(F) is a homeomorphism, and hence Image(F) contains a 
non-empty open subset of Rd. Moreover, the set of degenerate points of 
the differential dF of F coincides with the inverse image A-1(aD) of the 
boundary aD of D. 

Corollary 3.6. The polynomial functions {Fjil 11 ~j <i ::;;:n} on u(n) 
are functionally (and hence algebraically) independent. Therefore, the sub
ring A(u(n)) defined in Section 2 is isomorphic to a ring of polynomials of 
n(n+ I)/2-variables. 
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Proof Let B be a negative-definite symmetric bilinear form on u(n) 
defined by B(X, Y)=tr(XY). Then the projection 1t"i: g;--+gt defined in 
Section 2 is identified with the orthogonal projection 1t"~: gn--+gi' 1 <i5:.n. 
Then our assertion follows directly from Theorem 3.5. q.e.d. 

As to the Lie algebra ~o(n) of the special orthogonal group SO(n) of 
degree n, the similar arguments as above also hold: For any X E ~o(n), 

Xi denotes the matrix consisting of the first i rows and columns of X, 
15:.i5:.n. Let Fg> and Aji>, l~j<[i/2], 2~i~n, be polynomialfunctions 
and continuous functions on ~o(n), respectively, defined by 

d '" dd· F(i) _FA(i) A(i»A(i» >A(i) >0 '" . an lor 0 1, 2[i/2] - 2[i/2], 1 = 2 = ... = [i/2]= , lor even 1, 
(F(i) )2 - F(i) A(i» > A(i) > IA(i) I F(i) - A(iJA(i) A(iJ 2[i/2] - 2[i/2], 1 = ••• = [i/2]-1 = [i/2] , 2[i/2] - 1 2'···, [i/2]· 
Let d=I:~~2[iJ2]=(n(n-I)/2+[n/2])/2 and (xin), .. . ,Xi:}2]; xin- l), ... , 
xi(';!i)/2]; ... ; xi2») be the standard coordinates of Rd. We define maps 
A: ~o(n)--+Rd, F: §o(n)--+Rd and S: Rd--+Rd and a subset D of Rd as 
follows: 

A(X)=(AjiJ(X)II~j~[iJ2], 2~i~n), 

F(X)=(F~y(X) 11 ~j5:.[i/2], 25:.i ~n), 

S(xji) II <j ~[i/2], 25:.i ~n)=(yji) 11 ~j ~[i/2], 2~i ~n), 

where yjiJ is the j-th fundamental symmetric polynomial of (xii)Y, ... , 
( (.) )2 '" 1 < .< ·/2 d (") (") (") (") '" . d X[}/2] lor =] 1 an Yif2=X1' x2' .. ·Xif2 lor even 1, an 

D={(x(.iJ) E R dlx(i»x(i-1»x(i»x(i-l» ... >x(i). >lx(i-l)1 
J 1 = 1 = 2 = 2 = = [(,-1)/2]= [,/2] 

for odd i and X(iJ>X(i-1»X(i»X(i-l» ... >X(i~lJ >lx\i)1 
, 1 = 1 = 2 = 2 = = [(,-1)/2]= ,/2 

for even i, 2~i~n}. 

Theorem 3.7. We have SoA=F and D=Image(A). The map SID: 
D--+Image (F) is a homeomorphism, and hence- Image (F) contains a non
empty open subset of Rd. Moreover, the set of degenerate points of the 
differential dF of F coincides with the inverse image A -leaD) of the boundary 
aD ofD. 

Corollary 3.8. The polynomial functions {F~y II 5:.j<[i/2], 2~i5:.n} 
on ~o(n) are functionally (and hence algebraically) independent. Therefore, 
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the subring A(i3o(n)) defined in Section 2 is isomorphic to a ring of polynomials 
of(n(n-l)/2+[n/2])/2-variables. 

§ 4. Symmetric spaces 

In the present section, we shall consider, for every symmetric spaces 
M obtained as the quotient spaces of the groups U(n), SU(n) and SO(n), 
the following: 

( 1) a realization of M in a Euclidean space, 
( 2 ) the moment map p: TM (~T* M)~g (~g*), 
(3) the image of the map A 0 p: TM~D, and 
( 4) a complete system of first integrals in involution for the 

geodesic flow of M. 
For the sake of simplicity, we give the proofs for only a few cases. 

(I) Complex Grassmannian manifold 

M=Gp,iC)= U(p+q)/U(p) X U(q) (l<p<q). 

We consider M to be the set of all orthogonal projections of rank p 
in cn, n=p+q. M is realized in the space (C)n of all complex matrices 
of degree n as follows: 

The tangent bundle TM is realized in (C)n X (C)n as follows: 

TM={(X, Y) e MX(C)nl y*= Y, XY+ YX= Y}. 

The action ({J: U(n) XM~M of U(n) on M is given by ({J(g, X)=gXg- l • 

For each X eM, the linear map 'Vrx: u(n)~TxM defined by 'Vrx(Z)= 
p~(Z)lx is given by 'Vrx(Z) = [Z, X]. By Proposition 1.5, the restriction of 
the moment map to TxM coincides with the dual map of'Vrx, Ifwe define 
a Riemannian metric g on M and an Ad U(n)-invariant, negative-definite 
symmetric bilinear form B on u(n) by 

for (X, Yt ) e TM, i = 1, 2, 

and 

for Zi e u(n), i = 1, 2, 

respectively, then we have . 

gx('Vrx(Z), Y)=tr([Z, X]Y)=tr(Z[X, YJ)=B(Z, [X, Y]) 
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for (X, Y) E TM, Z E u(n). It follows that the moment map p: TM-+ 
u(n) is given by 

p(X, Y)=[X, Y]. 

Proposition 4.1. 

Image (A 0 p)={(xjil) E D Ix\nl +x~nli+1 =xjn) =0, 

1-;;;'i-;;;'p,p<j-::;;"n-p}. 

Proof For (X, Y) E TM, we have dim(XCn)=p, dim«En-X)Cn)= 
q, (XCnLLCEn-X)C n, XP=(Y-YX)Y= Y(Y-XY) = PXand PXCn 
=Xy2c ncxcn. Since Y is a Hermitian matrix, the eigenvalues of P 
are all non-negative. Leta~, 1-::;;"i-::;;"p, be the eigenvalues of Pin XCn, 
where al>a2>··· >ar>ar+ I=··· =ap=O, and ai' 1-::;;"i-;;;'p, be the 
corresponding orthonormal eigenvectors. Since YXCn=(y -XY)Cn= 
(En - X) Y C n C (En - X)C n, we have Yai E (En - X)Cn = (X Cn).L for 
l<i<p. !3i=(at)-IYai, 1-;;;'i-::;;"r, are orthonormal and Yai=O for 
i>r+l. Extend !3i, 1-;;;'i-;;;'r, to an orthonormal basis {!3iI1-;;;'i-::;;"q} of 
(En-X)Cn. Then we have Yat = at[3t, Y[3t=atat for 1-::;;"i-::;;"p and Y!3i 
=0 for p<i<q. Let YI=p(X, Y)=[X, Y]. Then we have Ylat= 
-ai[3i, YI[3i=aiat for 1-::;;"i-;;;'p and YI[3j=O for p<j-::;;"q. It follows that 
the eigenvalues of - ( -1 )1/2 YI are al > ... ::2: ap::2: ° = ... = 0::2: - ap::2: ... 
> -al. Conversely, for any al::2:a2::2:· .. > ap ;;:;; ° and any orthonormal 
basis {ei} of cn, define X, Y E (C)n by Xet=ei, 1-::;;"i-;;;'p, Xej=O, p<j-::;;"n, 
Yei=aiep+ i, 1 <i<p, Yep+i=aiei, 1 <i-::;;"p and Yej=O, 2p<j-;;;'n. Then 
(X, Y) E TM and the eigenvalues of -( _1)1/2p(X, Y) are al~' .. >ap>O 
= ... =0::2: -ap;;:;; ... >-al. As {ei} runs over all orthonormal basis of 
cn, p(X, Y) runs over all elements of u(n) which have the eigenvalues as 
above. From this, our assertion follows easily. q.e.d. 

Let Fyl, 1 <j-::;;"i-::;;"n, be the functions defined in Section 3, and pjil 
= p*(Fjil) be the pull-back of Fjil by the moment map p. 

Theorem 4.2. The following functions on TG p, q( C) are functionally 
independent: 

p~ry, 1-;;;'j -;;;'p, 

pjil, 2p-::;;"i<n, 1-;;;'j-;;;'2p and 

pjtl, l-::;;"i<2p, l::;J-;;;'i. 

The number of these functions is 

p+2p(q-p)+«2p-1)+(2p-2)+ . .. +2+ 1)=2pq=dimR Gp,iC). 
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The other pji)'S vanish identically. -2pin) is the function assigning to each 
tangent vector the square of its length. Thus, the above functions provide 
a complete system of first integrals in involution for the geodesic flow of 
Gp.q(C). 

Proof From Proposition 4.1 and the definition of D in Section 3, 
we have that xji)=O for 2p~i~n, p<I;2i-p. Our assertion follows 
easily from this. q.e.d. 

In the following, (pin»)" - 2pin) is always the function assigning to 
each tangent vector the square of its length, so we shall not state it one 
by one. 

(II) M = U(n)/O(n), M =SU(n)/SO(n) 
Let J be the complex structure of the vector space cn ~ R2n. Then 

we have]2= -E2n and tJ= -J. M is realized in (R)2n as follows: 

Hence, TM is realized in M X (R)2n as follows: 

TM={(P, X) E MX(R)2n!XJ+JX=O, PX+XP=O, tX=X}. 

The moment map p: TM-+u(n) is given by pep, X) = [P, X]. 

Proposition 4.3. 

Image (A 0 p)=D. 

Theorem 4.4. The functions pji)=p*(Fji»), 1 <j~i<n, on TM are 
functionally independent. The number of these functions is d=n(n+ 1)/2= 
dim M. On TM, pin) vanishes identically, and the other pji)'S are inde
pendent. Thus, the geodesic flows of M and M are completely integrable. 

(III) M = U(2n)/ Sp(n) , M = SU(2n)/ Sp(n) 
Let J be the complex structure of the vector space C 2n = R4n. Then 

we have that ]2= -E4n and tJ= -J. M and TM are realized as follows: 

M={P E (R)4n!tP+P=JP+PJ=O, p 2= -E4n}, 

TM={(P, X) E MX(R)4n!tX+X=JX+XJ=PX+XP=O}. 

The moment map p: TM-+u(n) is given by pep, X)=px. 

Proposition 4.5. 
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Proof For each (P, X) E TM, let A= -JPX. Then A is a sym
metric matrix; tA=XPJ=A. It follows that the eigenvalues of A are real 
numbers. Let al be the maximal eigenvalue of A and VI E R!"', II VI II = 1, 
be the corresponding eigenvector. Then {VH Jvl, PVH JPvl} are ortho
normal and span a vector space Lover R. Since A commutes with J 
and P, we have Av=alv for all vEL, i.e., the eigenvalues of A on L 
are aH aI, aH al' If we consider L to be a 2-dimensional complex vector 
space with respect to the action of C=R[J] and A to be a matrix of 
complex coefficients, then the eigenvalues of A are ah al' The orthogonal 
complement LJ. of L is invariant under the actions of J, P and A. We 
can apply a similar arguments as above to LJ.. Consequently, we have 
that the eigen-polynomial of A is given by (1-aIY{1-a~2 . . . {1-a",)2. 
Conversely, for any at E R, 1 <i<n, and any orthonormal basis 
{et 11 <i~2n} of C 2'" (~R!n), define P, X E (R)4n by 

Peu - I =eu , 

PeZt = -eu - I, 

PJe2!_I= -Jew 

P JeZ! =JeU _ t, 

Xe2!_t =atJe2i , 

Xeu = -aiJeU _ t, 

XJeZi _1 =aie2i , 

XJeu = -aieZi - h 

for 1 <i<n. Here note that {et, Jet ll <i<2n} is an orthonormal basis 
of R4n. Then we have (P, X) E TM and 

'" det(lEzn +(-1)1/2B)= n (1-a t )2, 
t~l 

where B=p{P, X)=PX. q.e.d. 

Lemma 1. Let C[XI' .. " x",] be the ring of polynomials of variables 
Xl> "', Xn • Ifwe define Ft, G j E C[xt, "', x n], l~i~2n, l~j<n, by 

2", n 

1 + L: Ftlt= n (1 +xtl)2=A 
i=l i=l 

and 

n n 

1+ L: Gtlt= n (1+xtl)=B, 
i~l i~l 

then we have 

C[Fl> "', F2n]= C[FI' "', Fn]=C[Glo "', Gn] 

as subrings of C[XH .. " Xn]. 
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Proof Compairing the coefficients of A and B 2, we have 

(4.1) 1~i~2n, 

where Go= 1, Gp=O ifp>n. It follows that Fi E C[Glo .. " Gn], 1 ~i~2n. 
Next, by the induction with respect to i, we show that Gi E C[Fl> .. " Fn], 
1 <i~n. For i= 1, we have GJ =FJ/2. Fix i, 1 <i<n, and assume that 
Gj E C[FI> "', Fn] for a1l1~j~i-1. Then, by (4.1), we have 

q.e.d. 

The following lemma is proved similarly as above. 

Lemma 2. Let C[XI' .. " Xn> Yl> •. " Ym] be the ring of polynomials 
of variables Xl, .. " Xn> Yl> .• " Ym- If we define Fi, Gj, Hk E C[Xl' .. " Xn, 
Yl> .. ',Ym], l~i~n, l~j<m, l~k~n+m, by 

n n 

1+ L: F)i= IT (l+xiA), 
i=l i=l 

m m 

1+ L: GiAi= IT (1+YiA) and 
i=l i=l 

n+m n m 

1 + L: Hi Ai = IT (1 + Xi A) IT (1 + YjA), 
i=l i=l j =1 

then we have 

as subrings of C[xl, .. " Xn, Yl' .. " Ym]· 

Theorem 4.6. The following functions on T M are functionally inde
pendent: 

fl-;2nJ, l~i~n, 

fl-?n-1J, 1 ~j ~n-l and 

fl-ji), 1~i~2n-2, 1 <j~i. 

The number of these functions is 

n+(n-l) + ((2n- 2) + (211- 3)+ ... + 2+ 1) =n(2n -1) = dim M. 

The other fl-ji)'s are polynomial functions of the above functions. On TM, 
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pi2n) vanishes identically, and the other functions stated above are independent. 

Proof. We identify pji) = p*(Fji» with a function on D =A 0 p(TM) 
cD. The restrictions of the coordinate functions xji) of D onto Dare 
also denoted by xji). By proposition 4.5, we have xi2n)=xi2n-I)=x~2")2:: 
xi2n - l) 2::x~2n) =X~2"-I) =xi2n) 2:: ... >Xi!':;I» X~~~1 =xi~':ll) =xi~n). Hence, 
we can choose xi~':'l> 1 <i<n, x~~n-l>, 1 <j<n-l, and X}i), 1 <i~2n-2, 
1 <j<i, as a system of (independent) coordinate functions on D. Ifwe 
define functions hi, 1 <i<n, and gj' 1 ~j<n-l, on D by 

n n 
1 + L: h,-;'i = TI (1 + X~~':'lA) 

i=l i=1 

and 

n-l n-l 

1+ L:gjAj= TI (1+Xgn-1)A), 
j=1 j=1 

then hi, 1 <i<n, gj' 1 <j<n-l, and p}i), 1 <j~i<n-2, are functionally 
independent of D. Now, by Lemmas 1 and 2, we have C[hh .. " hn' gh 
... g ,,(i)(I<j·<i<li-2)]=cr .. (2n) ... " (2n) ,,(2n-l) ••• ,,(2n-l) ,,(i) 

, n-h ,i = = = If''l,' ,n '1'1 , 'rn-l, rj 

(1 <j<i<n-2)]. Then our assertion follows. q.e.d. 

(IV) M=Gp,iR)= SO(n)/S(O(p) X O(q» (1 <p<q, n=p+q) 

M={XE: (R)n I tX=X, X2=X, tr X=p}, 

TM = {(X, Y) E MX (R)n I ty = Y, XY + YX = Y}. 

The moment map p: TM~§o(n) is given by p(X, Y)=[X, Y]. 

Proposition 4.7. 

Theorem 4.8. The following functions on TGp,q{R) are functionally 
independent: 

pg', 2p~i~n, 1 <j<p and 

pW, 2~i<2p, l~j~[i/2]. 

The number of these functions is 

p(q-p+ 1)+2((p-l)+(p-2)+ ... +2+ l)=pq=dim Gp,iR). 

The other PJi)'s vanish identically. 
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(V) M=O(2n)jU(n), M=SO(2n)jU(n) 
M is realized in (R)zn as follows: 

M is a connected component of M. Hence, we have 

The moment map p: TM---+?Jo(2n) is given by pep, X)=PX. 

Proposition 4.9. 
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Theorem 4.10. The following functions on TM are functionally inde
pendent: 

pi}n>, 1 <j< [nj2], 

pijn-ll, l::=;:j<[(n-l)j2] and 

pg', 2::=;:i<2n-2, l~j<[i/2]. 

The number of these functions is 

[n/2]+[(n-l)/2]+n-l +2«n-2)+(n-3)+ ... +2+ 1) 
=n(n-l)=dimM. 

(VI) M=U(n), M=SU(n) 

M={XE (C)n\XX*=En}, 

TM={(X, Y) E MX (C)n\XY* + YX*=O}. 

If we define an action cp of the group U(n) X U(n) on M by CP«Xl' Xz), Xa) 
=XlXaX21. Then the moment map p: TM---+u(n)xu(n) is given by 
p(X, y)=(YX-l, -X-ly). 

Proposition 4.11. 

Image «AXA)op: TM~DXD) 

={(xji),y}i» E DXD\x}n)+y~~j+I=O, 1 <j<n}. 

Let define Pr: TM---+u(n), r= 1,2, by p(X, Y)=(Pi(X, Y), Pz(X, Y» 
and put p~~~ = p~(F}i». 
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Theorem 4.12. The following functions on TM are functionally inde
pendent: 

flt], l~j~n and 

p~~j, l~i~n-l, l~j~i, r=l, 2. 

The number of these functions is 

n+2((n-l)+(n-2)+ ... +2+ 1)=n2 =dim M. 

On TM, pi~i vanishes identically, and the others stated above are independent. 

{VII) M=SO(n) 
Since the arguments are quite similar as in (VI), we state only the 

-conclusions. 

Proposition 4.13. 

Image (A XA) 0 p: TM---+DXD) 

{
{(Xji), yji» E D X D\xjn) = yjn), 1 ~j~[n/2]} (n; odd) 

- {(X(.i) y<.i) E D X D \x(?,) _y(n) 1 < ,'<n/2 x(n) = _y(n)} (n' even) 
J' J J - J ,=. ,n/2 n/2 , 

Theorem 4.14. The following functions on TM are functionally inde
pendent: 

pi~dj, 1~j~[n/21 and 

p~~1j, 2<i<n, 1~j~[i/21, r=l, 2. 

The number of these functions is 

[n/21+2([(n-l)/21+[(n-2)/21+ ... +[2/2D=n(n-l)/2=dim M . 

.Appendix. The convex polyhedral domain D and joint representations of Gi 

We note certain relations which are seen between the image of the 
map A 0 p: TM-+g-+D studied in Section 4 and joint representations of 
Gn> Gn - 1 , "', G1 on coo(M). We denote G; the set of finite-dimensional 
irreducible representations of Gn • For the sake of simplicity, we state 
.only for the case Gn= U(n). The complexification g~ =grcn, C) of u(n) 
is identified with the set (C)n of all complex matrices of degree n. Define 
Hi E gn, 1 <i< n, and subalgebras d and m: of g by Hi = Eii , d = I:~~l CHi 
,and m:= I:l;;>Vj,,;n CEij , where Eij is the matrix unit of (C)n' Then d +m: 
is a maximal solvable sub algebra of gn' For any pEG;, Vp denotes a 
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module of the irreducible representation p. The highest weight subspace 
is given by V~={ve VIX·v=O for all Xe~(}. Note that dim~=1. 
Define a multi-index kt=kin)(P) of p by Htv=ktv for all ve V!. The 
following is well-known. 

Proposition A.t. k" ... , k n are integers and 

Conversely, for any integers k" .. " k n which satisfy (A.I), there exists a 
unique p e G"j; such that 

kin)(p)=ki, I <i<n. 

For p E G"j; and p' e G"j;_l, the multiplicity of p' in p is denoted by 
[p: p']. 

Proposition A.2 (cf. [7]). For any p e G"j; and p' e G"j;_l, we have 
[p: p'] < I. Moreover, [p: p'] = I if and only if 

(A. 2) kin)(p)~kin-I)(p')~k~n)(p»k~n-I)(p'» ... >k~n:-/)(p')~k~n)(p). 

The condition (A.2) is similar to the condition in the definition of the 
convex polyhedral domain D in (3.9). If we define a subset 15 in r = G"j; 
XG"j;_lX'" XG't by 

15={(Pn, "', PI) e rl[pt: Pi-I]=I, 2:;::;;i<n}, 

then, by Proposition A.2, we have 

Proposition A.3. 

15= {(p*) e rlkii)(Pi»kii-I)(Pi_I»k~i)(pt)~k~i-I)(Pi_I»' .. 

~ki~-/)(Pi_I»kii)(Pi)' 2~i~n}. 

Proposition A.3 suggests that there exists a natural inclusion of 15 
into D. This conjecture becomes more detailed if we consider a decompo
sition of coo(M) under the action of G n> •• " G1 into one-dimensional sub
spaces. As an example, we consider the case ofM=Gp,q(C). For any 
(P*) = (Pm .. " PI) e 15, C(;,.)(M) denotes the subspace of all functions 
fe coo(M) such that Gt of is isomorphic to VPi as a Gi-module, 1 <i<n, 
where Gt of is a Gt-module generated by funder the action of Gt • 

Theorem A.4. For any (p*) e 15, dim C(;,.,(M) < 1, and V(M) is 
orthogonally decomposed into the sum of these subs paces. Moreover, 
dim C(;,.)(M) = I if and only if 
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kin)(Pn)+k~n~i+l(Pn)=kjn)(Pn)=O, 1 <i<p, p<j<n- p. 

If we compair Theorem A.4 with Proposition 4.1, then it is easily 
seen that there exists a correspondence between a lattice in the image of 
A 0 f1. and the one-dimensional subspaces C(;,.,(M). Similar correspond
ences are observed for all symmetric spaces stated in Section 4. 
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